This article joins with Richard Sennett's reclamation of the craft worker, but also extends it. Through a focus on craft as experience and repetitive practice, Sennett reveals how craft is a key facet of several contemporary professions. Using the example of hairdressing, this article moves beyond Sennett's conclusions, illuminating how craft is at work within female-dominated service professions. The article adds to the growing body of literature on hairdressing, recognizing that while this literature involves body and emotion work, such growth has been at the exclusion of the craft components of the work. More broadly, the article argues that the craft of service work is obscured by the intangibility of the materials produced and the practices performed, thus limiting the value of such work.
Introduction
Craft is an elusive term, its credentials fervently debated. The ambiguity of 'craft' as a concept and its opposition to 'art' has long been a topic of academic discussion (Attfield, 2000; Becker, 1978; Fariello and Owen, 2005) . More recently, studies have focused on a resurgence in craft production and the growing number of contemporary craft communities (Greenhalgh, 2002; Levine and Heimerl, 2008; Minahan and Wolfram-Cox, 2007) . The DIY craft consumer has become a central figure (Campbell, 2005) , operating at the blurred boundaries of amateur versus professional production of female-dominated type crafts, such as knitting, jewellery making and clothing production.
While this renewed interest in craft activity goes some way in illuminating contemporary craft work, its DIY focus clearly separates craft activities from mainstream employment sectors. In fact, rarely does craft feature in discussions around contemporary employment, where the focus remains on 'skill'. Debates on skills and the nature of skill within employment have been high on the academic agenda since Braverman's (1974) thesis on the deskilling of the labour force. Given the rapid growth of the service sector over the last 30 years it is no surprise that such debates have concentrated specifically on service work skills. While there have been those who have argued that service work is routinized and scripted, there are those who recognize that service work involves worker autonomy, creativity and particular skills. Specifically, these skills have been identified in feminized forms of service work involving emotional labour (Bolton, 2009) , aesthetic labour (Witz et al., 2003) and body work (LeeTreweek, 1997; Twigg, 2000) . Nevertheless, some scholars argue that there has been an overemphasis on the skills of emotion work in the service sector at the expense of other skills. As Hampson and Junor (2005: 177) stress, 'service work comprises intellectual and emotional labour.' Indeed, they advocate that to really draw out the 'intangible' and often 'invisible' skills of service work requires 'thick accounts ' (2005: 171) of the activities taking place.
Richard Sennett's The Craftsman (2008) uses such an approach to draw out the skills of contemporary employment. Focusing upon the practices of work, Sennett illuminates how craft skills -skills which are learnt by experience, through repetition and practice -are at work within contemporary forms of employment. This interest in practice forms part of a wider academic enthusiasm for practice-based accounts and a desire to understand the choreographies of everyday life (Reckwitz, 2002; Schatzki, 2002; Shove, 2003) . However, as this article explores, Sennett's account has limitations, not least in the view that craft remains peripheral in the female service sector. What is more and as this article develops, for Sennett craft always produces a stabilized product. Thus, the materially intangible, the transient and the temporary, such as is the nature of most service work, remains excluded.
This article puts service sector craft at the heart of its argument. By extending Sennett's practice-based approach to employment, it opens up craft practice to include the production of transient, unstable and intangible objects produced in female-dominated service sector work. Hairdressing is an ideal vehicle with which to explore the transient notion of craft within female-dominated service work. While the hairdresser adheres to Sennett's historical craft model through various characteristics of their profession, such as training, trust, a hierarchical structure and use of tools, its crafting of the transient and unstable is what sets it apart. By responding to Hampson and Junor's (2005: 171) request to use 'fine-grained observation' to unpack the all too often 'invisible ' (2005: 167) and, thus, undervalued skills of service-based roles, this article argues that some forms of service work require highly skilled craft labour and, correspondingly, should be recognized and remunerated as such.
This article is divided into four sections. Following a methodological discussion, it begins by exploring Richard Sennett's reclamation of the craft worker and his focus upon the importance of practice and experience in skilled work. In doing so, it also addresses the limitations in Sennett's account. Secondly, the article positions itself within the contemporary service sector literature. In the third section the discussion centres upon the hairdresser and hairdressing as a form of skilled service sector craft work. The article concludes by arguing that both the skills and products of service work are rendered invisible because of their intangibility.
Methodology
The hairdressing case study used within this article is based on 12 months conducting participant observation research while working in a hair salon. The salon, which will be referred to throughout by the pseudonym 'Kirby's', is an independent salon based in the north-west of England. At the time of the research the salon employed 13 members of staff, all but one of whom were female. Similarly, the clientele were predominantly female. My role within the salon was as a voluntary, unpaid salon junior. This would involve performing typical junior type tasks, such as sweeping up hair, making coffee, washing hair, answering the phone and cleaning. The staff and customers were made aware of my ethnographic research agenda. During my time at Kirby's I kept a field diary, recording daily events and conversations. These were corroborated by my use of visual methodologies. Using photographs and video, I recorded some of the key hair practices which took place in the salon. My aim was to capture the narratives of practice and their embodied, lived experience (Holliday, 2001; O'Connor, 2007) through visual sequences of particular chronologies (Pink, 2001) .
Towards the end of my time in the salon, I had established good relationships with the staff and clients and was able to arrange ten focus groups. This included nine focus groups of five to 10 clients and friends of clients (all female, bar one mixed focus group) about their hair care experiences and one focus group with the stylists. Following this, 10 one-to-one interviews with one person from each focus group were conducted to explore the key themes which had emerged from my research. The eldest participant was in their 80s and the youngest in their 20s. Following transcription, data from interviews and focus groups, along with my field notes, were thematically coded and analysed using etic and emic codes. Similarly, the visual materials were analysed and themed, their content treated as 'realist representations of [the] specific interactions' of the salon (Pink, 2001: 135) . In addition to this, I also independently undertook a six-month college course entitled 'Hair Care and Styling', a precursor for those wishing to study for the NVQ in hairdressing. This enabled me to gain an insight into the training hairdressers must undergo to become qualified and the continual focus upon practice within the industry. Richard Sennett's The Craftsman (2008) is crucial to debates about work, employment and society because it reclaims craft as a crucial element of contemporary labour. By focusing upon the practices of craft, Sennett's account reasserts the value of practical skilled work learnt primarily through experience. Such work adds to a succession of debates around the skilled or 'deskilled' workforce. As Lloyd and Payne (2009) conclude, the concept of skill is notoriously difficult to define. Recent literature illuminates a shift in the definition of skill from that of workplace and technical 'know-how' to a broader set of attributes including cognitive, communication and interactional skills (Clarke et al., 2013; Payne, 2009) . Others draw on the socially constructed nature of skills (Toerien and Kitzinger, 2007) and how often skill is defined by the level of formal education it requires rather than technical ability or experience ).
Richard Sennett's The Craftsman
For Sennett a skill is practical. It involves action, movement and the process of physically doing something to something with something/s. Therefore, Sennett's definition of skill is orientated towards the traditional classification of workplace 'know-how'. Sennett draws upon the notion of the 'craft worker', a primarily male figure, with specialized skills operating in many contemporary professions. He describes how the chef, architect and musician, among many others, are all craftsmen because of the 'ten thousand hours of experience ' (2008: 20) they have had perfecting their skills. Through what Sennett terms the 'rhythm of routine ' (2008: 268) , the worker becomes a 'craftsman'; repeating the skill over and over again until the 'practice beds in; making the skill one's own ' (2008: 295) . Thus, practical skills become crafts through experience, repetition and practice.
In Sennett's definition, anyone can be a craftsman (2008: 268) ; what separates the amateur from the professional, apprentice from master, is experience. The contemporary craft worker is identified within the practices of professions, such as architecture and engineering. Yet, it is also to be found in more manual and traditionally defined low skilled forms of labour, such as mining and bricklaying. Similarly, Sennett's study includes forms of work more readily identifiable with the craft tradition, such as piano making or pottery. It is the emphasis on practice which allows Sennett's craft worker to transcend conventional employment sectors, enabling roles traditionally defined as low skilled and menial to be seen in equivalent terms to professions considered highly skilled and complex.
A further feature of Sennett's craft skills is the workers' unique relationship with their tools. He describes the 'love' a craftsman has for his tools and how each is 'fit for purpose', 'knowing which act should be done with which thing ' (2008: 195) . Hence, craft involves a set of related skills enabled by various tools. Sennett develops this further, suggesting that the craft worker's tools become part of his body. He discusses how the craftsman's tools engaged in practice become an extension of the 'intelligent hand' -a coordination of hand, eye and brain (2008: 174) . The craft worker is no longer self-aware, but becomes the thing they are working on and with. The joiner's hammer, the surgeon's scalpel, the conductor's baton all fuse with their owner through the repetition of practice. However, while Sennett's definition of craft skill is aligned with the traditional concept of skill as workplace 'know-how', his appraisal of the craft worker also recognizes the cognitive elements of the role. 'The good craftsman […] uses solutions to uncover new territory; problem solving and problem finding' (2008: 11).
Sennett's focus upon the body engaged in practice sets his work apart from other craft studies. Many accounts of craft are object-centred, rather than practice or workerfocused, concentrating upon the object of craft as expressive of craft work or craft-inthe-making (Berry, 2009; Dormer, 1997; Terrio, 2000) . However, Sennett is not so much interested in what the worker is creating, but more in the physical and embodied act of doing craft practice. Thus, through the contemporary craft worker engaged in practice, Sennett unites worker, tool and object. Hence, his account draws upon elements of employment studies, practice theory and material culture, to offer a unique approach to contemporary studies of labour and employment. Nevertheless, Sennett's work is not without limitations.
Like many craft studies, Sennett's work is bound by nostalgia for a romantic craft past. Indeed, there is a tension within the account between the craft opportunities offered by contemporary employment and Sennett's melancholy for the remnants of a particular craft history. Sennett laments how 'the head and the hand are not simply separated intellectually' in contemporary employment 'but also socially ' (2008: 45) . He discusses how the 'skills society is bulldozing the career path' whereby workers need to have a 'portfolio' of varying skills rather than pursue a single ability throughout their working histories (2008: 265) . This Sennett pits against an ancient model of craft, complete with guild, workshop, master and apprentice. In this historical model the craftsman and his skills are respected and celebrated. Protected by the guild, Sennett describes how 'the repute of the truthful craftsman mattered politically as well as economically'; his skills were essential to medieval living (2008: 61). The workshop is portrayed as the epicentre of craft life, 'its foundation […] authority, the knowledge it could pass on by imitation, ritual and surrogacy ' (2008: 61) . In this model, the master craftsman is a formidable, empowered figure and his craft a skill to be revered.
Yet, the account's juxtaposition of an ideal craft history, versus a problematic craft future, is further complicated by Sennett's attempts to overlay his historical craft framework upon a number of contemporary case studies. For example, Sennett compares the striving for excellence in the 18th-century violin workshop-cum-home of master craftsman Antonio Stradivari, to the pursuit for higher standards in the gargantuan structure of the NHS (2008: 243) . Similarly, nurses are likened to medieval goldsmiths (2008: 62) and software writers to cooks (2008: 184). Doctors and bakers serve as illustrations of roles with master/apprentice type relationships (2008: 249); and contemporary professional communities are compared to ancient guilds through their need for accountability and standards (2008: 249) . Thus, while Sennett appears to grieve for the vestiges of a romantic craft past, he likewise cannot move away from them, allowing them to permeate and, thus, restrict his exploration of the contemporary case studies he draws upon.
Sennett's nostalgia for a particular craft past is further perpetuated by his focus upon male-oriented professions. His examples of CAD engineers, architects and miners all reflect the archetypal male craftsman. There are a few references to female craft workers, including the scholar Erin O'Connor's foray into the craft of glass blowing (2008: 173), but the main focus of the account is upon the craftsman at work. Not only does this sustain Sennett's historical craft framework but it also limits the scope of professions Sennett draws upon. While Sennett's account reveals how skilled work is undertaken in roles deemed low skilled and thus less respected and valued, his model of craft makes little room for feminized forms of work and, in particular, service work. Although such forms of work (for example, nursing or cooking) are acknowledged as involving craft practice, they are not fully explored.
What is more, while Sennett's account allows us to use practice to think through craft, the focus for discussion tends to equate craft with the production of stable, durable products -a Barolo goblet or a Stradivari violin. Those professions which work with the intangible and/or transient and which do not produce tangible products are not closely examined. Yet, if craft is thought about as practice which is not simply stabilized by objects but can exist as practices alone, then the potential of craft work multiplies; this is the radical potential in Sennett's conceptualization. Through this concept, craft work can occur in activities which produce the transient, the temporary and even the intangible. In such a way, craft can be reclaimed as a means to think about service work.
Contemporary service work
The contemporary service sector covers a wide range of industries and occupationsfrom retail, to hospitality, to health and care work. The argument that such work is deemed low skilled and also low paid is not new. Neither is the claim that such jobs are predominantly undertaken by women (see Halford et al., 1997; McDowell, 2009; McDowell and Pringle, 1992 to name but a few), or that this is because such service occupations generally require the 'soft' skills which women are stereotypically assumed to have. Indeed, essentialized attributes have been mapped into three, often intertwined, forms of labour which are seen to dominate service sector work -emotional labour, aesthetic labour and body work.
The first, emotional labour, is by far the most synonymous with academic debates around service sector work. Brought to life in Arlie Hochschild's (1983) The Managed Heart, emotional labour concerns how organizations attempt to manipulate and manage workers' feelings to create particular emotive states conducive to profit. Studies on emotional labour have included, among others, work on waitressing (Hall, 1993) , care work (Lee-Treweek, 1997) and call centres (Callaghan and Thompson, 2002) . The second, aesthetic labour, involves workers not only conducting emotional labour, but also embodying an organization's ethos through clothing, demeanour and appearance (Witz et al., 2003) . Studies on aesthetic labour have looked at how flight attendants (Tyler and Abbott, 1998) , shop workers (Pettinger, 2006) and models (Entwistle, 2002) all engage in aesthetical changes through their work. The third of the triplet is body work and this too is often intertwined with emotional labour. Body work is paid work performed upon the bodies of others. Originating from research on care work and nursing (see LeeTreweek, 1997; Twigg, 2000) , it embodies feminized notions of caring and attending to the body. While the boundaries of what constitutes bodywork are somewhat fluid (see Twigg et al., 2011 ) the concept has been widened to include sex-work (Sanders, 2005) , alternative therapy (Oerton, 2004) and beauty treatments (McDowell, 2009) .
In recent work, there has been a strong emphasis on recognizing the skills involved in service labour. This is in response to accounts such as Braverman's (1974) deskilling thesis and also more recently work which suggests the 'McDonaldization' of service work, with service work becoming scripted, routine and depersonalized (Ritzer, 1996) . Many scholars have challenged such assumptions, illustrating how service work involves skills which cannot be scripted or routinized (see Bolton, 2009; Gatta, 2009; Junor et al., 2009 ). Mary Gatta's (2009) study of restaurant workers discusses how conducting emotional labour can provide opportunities for a heightened sense of dignity. While Sharon Bolton and Carol Boyd's (2003) work on flight attendants discusses how workers interpret and manipulate managerially prescribed rules and find autonomy and humour through the work they conduct. Bolton and Boyd also argue that studies on service work need to move beyond emotional labour, as the sector is too complex to be defined by one concept. This idea is echoed by several studies which argue that there is too much emphasis on emotional work at the expense of other skills Hampson and Junor, 2005; Pettinger, 2006) . Hampson and Junor (2005: 176) , conclude that the skills performed through interactive service work involve 'a blend of emotional, cognitive, technical and time management skills, performed often at speed and at varying levels of complexity and autonomy'. As they go on to discuss in a later piece on care work (Hampson et al., 2009) , often it is difficult to pin down service skills because they are often improvised and enacted. They are also automatic: skills which may be learnt through education but have to be practiced to ensure a smooth performance, such as using a hoist to lift a patient (2009: 205) . Thus, they advocate the use of 'thick' descriptions to reveal these 'invisible', tacit and taken for granted skills. By combining and extending Richard Sennett's (2008) focus upon craft practice, along with Hampson and Junor's appeal to illuminate the invisible and intangible in service work through finegrained description, this article uses the example of the hairdresser to demonstrate how female-dominated service work can be skilled craft work and should be remunerated and respected as such.
Hairdresser as craft worker
Hairdressing is an industry which is typically understood as low skilled, service-based and female-dominated. Statistics have estimated that nearly 80 per cent of the UK hairdressing workforce is female (Habia, 2007) . There is no doubt that hairdressers engage in various forms of skilled service labour, including emotion work, aesthetic labour and bodywork. Both Louise Kapp Howe (1977) and Debra Gimlin (1996) , in their respective studies on hair salons, discuss how hair stylists are trained to act in a particular way -looking happy and listening to clients' problems: engaging in emotional labour. The aesthetic labour stylists undertake is discussed by Tracey Yeadon- Lee et al. (2011) in their study on the organization of work and customer service narratives within hair salons and also Jo Lindsay's (2004) work on gender and class in the lives of young hairdressers (see also Chugh and Hancock, 2009) , while the body work element of hairdressing is recognized in Rachel Lara Cohen's work (2010) on hair stylist-client relations (see also Wolkowitz, 2002) .
However, integrated with and complementing these varying forms of labour are practical skills which are tacit and intangible; skills which can only be revealed through an emphasis on practice and the actual 'doing' or crafting of hair. This is not to undermine the involvement of emotional work, aesthetic labour and body work in the hairdresser's crafting of hair. Indeed, as hairdressing is about 'paid work on the bodies of others' it could be argued that it is primarily a form of body work. Similarly, hairdressing requires emotional management, as was noted during the focus groups -hairdressers need to be personable and able to interact, as well as being able to work with hair. Likewise, the hairdressers at Kirby's often referred to their role as one of a 'therapist', listening to and placating clients. As Toerien and Kitzinger (2007) have shown, through their detailed work on the practice of threading in beauty salons, the interaction between therapist and client during the task is as essential as the actual action -the two are interwoven. Nevertheless, as I now show, the work of hairdressing benefits from being read through the lens of craft practice.
Hairdressing as a craft is illuminated most powerfully through the rhythm of practice. As Sennett discusses (2008: 20) , it takes 'ten thousand hours of experience' to master a craft and this is the case with the hairdresser. Investment in practice in the hair salon is illustrated most clearly through the salon's strict staff hierarchy. In Kirby's, the owner, Patricia, is at the top of the hierarchy. Beneath her is a team of experienced qualified stylists and below them a set of training juniors. Each is ranked by length of service; in other words, the number of hours of practice they have devoted to their craft. Such rankings are demonstrated and reinforced within the salon environment. For example, there is a clear delineation of roles. Tasks such as colouring, cutting and perming are the role of the qualified stylist; whereas jobs such as cleaning, hair washing and answering the phone belong primarily to the unqualified junior. Similarly, staff members' names appear in ranked order in the appointment book. In other words, the owner has the first column, the next longest serving member of staff the next column and so on.
Returning to Sennett's craft framework, this salon hierarchy is typical of the medieval craft workshop, with a master craftsman at the helm of the business, followed by varying ranks of apprentices (Camp, 1924) . The stark difference in this case, is that all are predominantly female. To pass up through the ranks staff must serve their time and become qualified. Hence they must engage in hours and hours of practice. For the majority of hairdressers a key part of this practice involves completing a Level 2 National Vocational Training (NVQ) Award in Hairdressing. There are three Hairdressing NVQ Levels -Level 1 which is designed for juniors, teaching skills such as hair washing and drying; Level 2, the primary qualification, providing instruction in the main hairdressing skills of cutting, colouring and perming; and Level 3, the advanced qualification, awarded to those wanting to become salon managers and owners. In Kirby's to progress from junior to qualified stylist one must possess a Level 2 qualification. However, there are varying ways in which to achieve such qualifications. Some choose to enrol on a full-time college course, whereas others prefer to undertake a Modern Apprenticeship, which is predominantly salon-based with one day a week college attendance.
In Kirby's the Modern Apprenticeship is deemed a far superior way to achieve the qualification. During a focus group with the salon staff, Patricia, Kirby's owner, exclaimed that she 'would never employ anybody who had been to college full time' because their lack of skills was simply 'frightening'. Likewise, a stylist, Alana, described college as 'rubbish' and said she had learned everything she needed to know from working in the salon. While the term 'Modern Apprenticeship' has undeniable links to Sennett's historical craft framework of master and apprentice, the craft element in this is once again illuminated most powerfully by the focus upon practice. As both Patricia and Alana convey, the skills of the credible hair stylist are honed not by studying for the college course, but by the practice of physically 'doing' hair in the space of the salon; their skills are 'practically implanted' (Wacquant, 1995: 504) . As Erin O'Connor (2007: 130) describes in her work on the corporeal practices of glass blowing:
The apprentice fashions her practice by making an implicit technique explicit, improving and realigning that technique with its intended purpose and allowing the revised technique to again recede into unconsciousness.
Thus, the salon operates like the medieval craft workshop, as a place where apprentices learn their trade through practice and repetition. This is in keeping with Sennett's theories that anyone can learn a craft through practice. Having a 'natural affinity' or 'flair' with hair was a subject regularly debated by salon staff and also mentioned by focus group participants. To the untrained eye, being able to transform a head of hair is often perceived as almost a magical act. Yet a seemingly 'natural affinity' with hair is once again down to practice.
You can teach pretty much anybody to cut hair … Whether they will be any good at it is another thing. They have to practice. (Heather, former hairdresser, Focus Group 8) Heather goes on to discuss how there are those who will pick it up straight away versus those who take much longer, but, as my discussions with Kirby's staff indicated, this difference is also down to practice. Indeed, many of the staff talked about having always been interested in hair and spending time when growing up plaiting their friends' hair or helping with their mother's colour. Thus, such craft skills are already ingrained through years of practice.
It is this constancy of practice, both in and away from the salon, which highlights another element of the hairdresser as craft worker. For Sennett there is little delineation between the craftsman at work and the craftsman at home; and certainly for the medieval craft worker home and work were often the same place (Blewett, 1983) . Sennett evokes the notion that craft is an integral part of one's identity and this would certainly seem to be the case with hairdressing. The staff at Kirby's regularly do people's hair at home, out of working hours. Similarly, they often meet up in their free time to go shopping or for a drink, with conversations often turning to work and customers. Thus, they are always 'doing' hair in some sense -be it physically practising their skills or talking about it. As Geoffrey Crossick (1997: 5) describes, with reference to the historical artisan, 'artisanship was at the heart of one's social being and personality'; and so hairdressing is 'a core element of identity' for the contemporary hairdresser/craft worker (Lindsay, 2004: 266) .
Tools are an essential part of Sennett's contemporary craft worker's persona, as explored above; and they are vital to the hairdresser. Like Sennett's surgeon and scalpel, or conductor and baton, the hairdresser has a key tool; it is their pair of scissors. Just as Sennett describes, there is a synthesis between worker and tool. When cutting hair the scissors become an extension of the hairdresser's body; they are as important as the fingers (Farleigh, 1939) . Using 'virtuoso skills' (Becker, 1978: 865) , working with speed and agility to do something others would find difficult, the hairdresser adeptly navigates the scissors through the hair. Creative methodologies, such as photographs, help to capture the minutiae of practice (Harris, 2011) , aided by the thick description of skill Hampson and Junor (2005) request. Just as Erin O'Connor (2007: 131) successfully combines both to attend to the corporeal practice of glass blowing, so the following aims to illuminate the 'lived experience of craft'.
Figures 1 to 3 depict the cutting process. Initially the hair is divided into sections. Taking one of the sections, the hairdresser begins working from one end of the section to the other. She combs through the hair, moving the scissors into the crook of her right hand as she does so. Stopping where she wants to cut, she places two fingers where the comb was, while simultaneously moving the comb out of the way to sit between the left thumb and forefinger. Swiftly moving the scissors into prime position, holding with the right thumb and first two fingers, she begins to cut from left to right. This sequence is repeated over and over until the section of hair has all been trimmed. It then begins again as another section of hair is let down. The smooth rapidity of this routine, repeated sometimes hundreds of times on one person's head within a matter of minutes, is incredible. The hairdresser and scissors are one.
As Anna Harris (2011: 313) discusses with reference to doctors and their use of tools, the worker only becomes aware of 'the contours of the situation' and the distance which separates them from it and the object worked upon, when the 'script' of the tool is not followed. Indeed, the only occasion where the divide between object and self becomes apparent is when the hairdresser catches their other hand holding the hair or when, as described below, the hairdresser senses their scissors have been used by another:
The thing that amazed me, you know when you told me about how everyone holds their scissors differently and how you all know if someone else has had them and I can't quite get my head round that. Parr:
You use different parts of the blade Patricia: You know my new ones? Parr: Hmmm Patricia: Someone has had them and they're fucked them now. Alana:
Someone's being cutting card or something with them [giggling from others]. Helen: How do you know though? Alana:
Cos you can feel. Patricia: You just do.
There is no way of telling by looking at the scissors if they have been used by someone else. It is only through the intricacies of practice, utilizing embodied and sensory proximal knowledge (Hetherington, 2003) that, as stylist Alana emphasizes, 'you can feel' the difference. Just by using the scissors the hairdresser knows instantly if they have been tampered with, changing the way they can use them and the effect they have on hair. A hairdresser's scissors, like a surgeon's scalpel or the file of a goldsmith, can be understood as creating a cathexis; forming an unmistakable, emotional bond with an object that links them to the world (Attfield, 2000) . Without this tool, the craftsperson cannot perform their job; it is a fundamental part of what makes them a hairdresser, a surgeon, a goldsmith and above all a craft worker.
Yet, the scissors are not the only tool used by the hairdresser. As the above description of the cutting process illustrates, the hairdresser must synchronize their scissors with the comb. Sennett highlights how the craftsman has an array of tools, knowing how each one is 'fit for purpose'; and so too hairdressers, in their 'rhythm of routine', unite tool with skill. Hairdryers, foil, clips, brushes, dyes, rollers, straighteners and numerous other tools all play their part within specific practices. The hairdresser must know not just how and when to use each tool, but also how to co-ordinate tools to work together. Like the scissors and comb during the cutting process, the hairdryer and brush must work in tandem during the styling process. As the brush is pulled underneath a section of hair, so the hairdryer follows it over the top to dry it off. When the brush reaches the end of the section of hair it is quickly substituted by the barrel of the hairdryer to hold the hair in place, while the brush is moved swiftly back to the top of the hair shaft to begin the movement again. Thus, alliances and dependencies form between the tools, being teased out by the hairdresser through craft practice (Bijker, 1992; Hand and Shove, 2007; Shove et al., 2007) . The hairdresser must discipline their body into set positions to ensure that body and tools work together and the practice is done correctly.
It is at this juncture, of body and tools fusing through craft practice, that the focus upon practice must take a different turn. So far, this article has illustrated how approaching service work through the lens of practice enables often tacit and intangible skills to be valued as craft. But what about the materials they craft? In Sennett's reading, craft practice is only fully explored in those cases where end-objects/products are fixed, stable and durable. But craft-produced objects, like craft practices, can be unstable, temporary and often intangible. This article contends that it is the instability of objects and materials produced through service work which perpetuates the invisibility of the practices and skills used to create them and, as a result, this is one key way in which service work remains undervalued. Once again hair and the hairdresser illustrate this point.
Transient craft
Hair is always 'coming-into-being' (Ingold, 2000: 57) . Despite being located at what have been termed 'the dead margins of the body' (Kwint, 1999: 9) , it is a substance Figure 3 . The cutting process continued -The comb is moved to the left hand, scissors into the right and the hair is cut. which was regularly described by the focus group participants as 'having a life of its own'. It grows, it splits, snaps, gets greasy, goes grey -hair is always changing. Or, as Chris Shilling (1993: 24) describes, hair, like the rest of the body, is always in the process of 'becoming'. Unlike the Barolo goblet of Sennett's glassmaker or the pristine new piano of the piano maker, hair is not a durable, fixed product, but requires repeated crafting. Ironically, while hairdressers are often portrayed as giving hair life, cultivating 'body', 'shine' and 'hair-swishing' energy, their primary task is in fact the opposite. Their role is to control and still hair's vitality.
Nevertheless, such control is only fleeting. Through the synthesis of tools and craft practice hair's vitality is temporarily stilled. The scissors have cut away the hair. The tools -hairdryers, brushes, sprays, clips -combined with the hairdresser's skill have moulded and shaped the hair. All of which culminates in the final moment of hair's craft production, what I have termed 'the final reveal'. Often accompanied with the words 'Is that okay for you?' the hairdresser uses a handheld mirror to show the customer the back of their hair; their reflection doubled as the image in the handheld mirror is subsequently reflected in that facing the customer. In that moment the self is stabilized, one's identity appears fixed and coherent (Mol and Law, 2004: 56) . Yet 'the final reveal' is transitory, hair's vitality never truly stilled. As soon as the customer leaves the salon, the rhythm of hair's vitality begins again. Within a matter of time it becomes greasy, colours fade and grey shows through. And, of course, it grows: styles become softer, less shaped; fringes get in the way of seeing; roots and split ends become apparent. Unlike the mark of the medieval craftsman, a stamp on a brick or a workshop crest on a piece of pottery, the signature of the hairdresser is transitory, unstable and, after some time, seemingly intangible. Hairdressers' labour and skill are not stored indefinitely in the materials they craft (Steedman, 2007; Stewart, 1999) , but rather ebbs away over time, as hair grows and changes.
However fleeting though, the work of the hairdresser is always bespoke; just like the Barolo goblet or the Stradivari violin. As focus group participant Heather, a former hairdresser describes, crafting hair is 'like somebody's handwriting, everybody is different.' Just as hairdressers hold their scissors differently, being able to feel when someone else has used them, so they each make their own unique mark upon the head of hair. What is more, each visit to the hairdresser is itself a unique event. While colours may be repeated or styles trimmed by the same hairdresser on repeat visits, because of the vitality of hair each visit produces a new bespoke product. The craft of hair is always on-going.
Conclusions
The example of the hairdresser illuminates how service work as craft work can involve the production of something transitory, or unstable. For the hairdresser, craft work is stabilized in the moment of revelation, the fleeting instant when hair is temporarily stilled. It is the transitory nature of the body 'always becoming' which guarantees its repetitive crafting. Therefore, craft work may occur at the hands of the hairdresser, the dentist, the beautician or any other profession which engages in work upon the body. Such work may produce tangible results, which change over time, a new haircut or waxed hair-free legs. Others may be much less tangible, for example the efforts made by a care worker to ensure a client is kept clean and comfortable, or a nurse ensuring that a patient's drip is working correctly, or that the correct medication is given. These all require practised skill; and skills which are all too often ignored or undervalued.
Appreciating that craft can be transitory and unstable also opens it up to other forms of work not involving the ever changing body. Professions such as cleaning, gardening and cooking are all examples where repetitive skilled practice takes place, yet the fruits of that labour are held fleetingly in material form. This is not to argue that anyone who engages in cleaning, gardening or cooking is a master craft worker. As the example of the hairdresser has illustrated, there is a demarcation between the amateur and the professional based fundamentally on experience, practice and skill set.
Nor is it to argue that these service roles require only practical skills. This article has deliberately steered away from an emphasis on the emotional aspects of service work, largely because they have a tendency to overshadow other skills involved in service work, such as the cognitive, technical and organizational (Hampson and Junor, 2005) . By extending to service work Sennett's (2008) practice-based approach to employment, this article has drawn out the practical, hands-on skills which such work involves; skills which cannot be taught but can only be learnt through experience and practice. This is by no means to contend that emotion work, body work and aesthetic labour are not part of the craft of particular forms of service work. They too, like the practical skills explored here, can be integral to craft and are also honed through experience. Nonetheless, the crux of the argument is that craft work occurs in occupations traditionally determined as lacking in skill and expertise and producing 'products' (objects, materials or bodies) of inconsequential value. By laying bare these intangible practices and the unstable goods created, this article reveals the expertise required to perform and produce them and, thus, goes some distance in arguing for the recognition and remuneration of such feminized service roles. In so doing, it facilitates a move away from historically entrenched understandings of craft and narrow object-centred studies, to a much more flexible, inclusive concept of craft; a concept which can and does involve service-based, low skilled and female-dominated professions, such as hairdressing.
